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AQUALEAK DETECTION LTD

Water Leak Detection
Multizone Alarms.

GWD 8 Zone Panel

The GWD range of multizone leak detection 
systems are designed to monitor for water leaks 
in critical and vulnerable areas such as data 
centres and server rooms.  Available in ranges 
between 2 and 128 zones, the GWD uses a 
variety of detection devices to monitor for leaks.  
On detection of a water leak the panel will 
output an audible alarm and illuminate an LED 
to show which zone the leak is on.

The GWD Units are available in three cabinet 
sizes: 1 to 8, 1 to 16 and 1 to 32 zone. The 
system is based on a four zone master PCB, with 
four zone slaves. This enables the GWD system 
to be configured for the requisite number of 
zones required for a specific project, or to be 
manufactured to the nearest multiple of four. 
The unit illustrated on the right is a GWD4. 

The GWD system operates from a standard 
single phase mains supply and can be supported 
with an optional battery backup for 10 hours. 
Adjustment pots are provided for each zone to 
enable on-site adjustment of detection 
sensitivity. There are three levels of indication 
for each zone, green - “line healthy”, red - “line 
fault” and flashing red - “water detected”. There 
is also a additional lamp to indicate a mains 
failure.

When incorporated with the Aqualeak sensor 
cable, it is possible to protect large areas.  The 
standard configuration is to run a length of 
connection cable to a bespoke junction box that 
is  positioned   at  the  start  of  the  area  to  be 
protected.  The sensor  cable is  plugged  in  

permanently bent into any required shape, this 
is fixed in position using cable clips.

The System is provided with two ‘Common 
Alarm' no-volt changeover relays which operate 
on water being detected by any zone. These can 
be linked to an Aqualeak Remote Repeater, the 
Aqualeak Autodial Unit, or be linked into a 
Building Management System.  In addition to 
this it can be used to shut water supplies off via 
matched solenoid valves or switch on sump 
pumps/drainage systems etc. The GWD System 
can also be supplied with optional individual 
zone signalling which would provide appropriate 
zone alarms via individual no-volt changeover 
relays and mains power fault signalling via a 
further no-volt changeover relay. 

   Typical Applications

 Comms Rooms

 Server Rooms

 Data Centres

 CRAC units

 Records Offices

 Archive Storage

GWD - Specification

Zones                                              2 - 128

Alarms   Audio/Visual (Leak/Line Fault/Power)

Medium                                             Water

Sensors       Cable/Probe/Minipad/Wall Mount

Outputs                no volt changeover relay/s

Field sensing voltage        5v multi-directional
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Types of sensors available

A variety of different sensing devices can be connected to the GWD.  The following section describes these:

Sensor Cable (SC)

Sensor cable is used where it would be an advantage to monitor for water leaks over an area or under a run of 
pipes.  Sensor cables monitor for water along their full length and can be run in lengths between 1 and 100 
metres.  The cable is constructed from a twisted insulated cable that act as a carrier for a pair of single strand 
marine grade stainless steel conductors.  When water bridges across the conductors this will trigger the alarm.

The adjustable sensor probe is used where the water from a leak may be present in a 
certain area, such as in drip trays, bunds, drains and gutters.  The height of the sensor 
from the floor is fully adjustable between 0 and 25mm and can be floor or wall mounted.  It 
is possible to connect several sensors in parallel to offer multiple point leak detection on a 
single zone alarm panel or multiple sensors connected individually to a multizone system.  
The sensors are connected using a leader cable.

Adjustable Sensor Probes (FS4/S) + (FS4/SEOLDG)

The protected adjustable sensor probe has a robust protective housing where the 
position of the sensor would make it vunerable to damage.  Available as a floor or a 
wall mount, the protective housing is also the junction box in which the connection 
cables are terminated.  The height of the sensor from the floor is fully adjustable 
between 0 and 25mm and it is possible to connect more than one sensor together in 
parallel to monitor a number of different locations.

Protected Adjustable Sensor Probes (FS4/SB) + (FS4/SBEODG)

The minipad sensor uses a small printed conductor area to detect the presence of 
water.  These sensors are ideal for small air-conditioning units and in ceiling voids.

Minipad Sensor (MPP) + (MPPDG)

This is a microprocessor controlled intelligent leak detection sensor designed to 
signal when conductive fluids (such as water) touch and bridge the conductors at 
the bottom of the sensor.  This sensor is used where the distance from the Aqualeak 
alarm panel is very long (over 100m) as each sensor unit is powered independantly 
and a volt free relay is utilized to signal a leak.

Intelligent Water Sensor (IWS)
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